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Principally Speaking
Tim Waley, Principal

Although a long and pretty warm day, last week’s MSS Swimming Carnival was a very successful event. It was great 
to see such a high participation rate and an occasion where every student involved had a number of events in which 
to participate. Congratulations and thanks are due to our PDHPE staff for all their work in preparation for and during 
the carnival along with all the staff and parents who assisted with the smooth running of the event.

Recent communications and the Newsletter have advised of the new school jumper 
that is available for purchase from 2 September at a very reasonable cost through 
the normal channels. There is really no longer any excuse for students not to be in an 
appropriate blue jumper if they find the classrooms overly cool. While the new uniform 
jumper does not become mandatory until next year, jumpers other than this or a pre-
dominantly plain blue one are not permitted now anyway.

The PA Gala Night last Saturday evening was a great event and thorough-
ly enjoyable. Great company, food, refreshments and a few short games 
made the whole occasion a success. If you missed out on attending, might 
I suggest that you put the 2020 event in your social calendar as soon as it 
is announced so as to avoid the disappointment of missing another such 
evening. Congratulations and thank you to the PA Committee organizers on 
arranging a really good night out.
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Through his passion for technology, business and creativity; Scott is on a mission to 
inspire the next generation of Digital Creators. As the 18-year-old CEO and founder 
of BOP Industries, Scott spends his time working across industries with events, mar-
keting and education, as well as being an active member in the startup community.

In his work in the hologram space, Scott is constantly on the search for new and 
exciting ways to engage people with marketing and events and is a firm believer that 
marketing is about creating stunning experiences for your guests and customers.

In addition to this, Scott is also incredibly active in the education space as he works 
with the BOP Industries Digital Creator workshops to teach students about STEM, 
technology and business with a focus on creativity.

Whole School

AUSTRALIA MALAYSIA INNOVATION WEEK
Katrina Reece, Head of Learning Enrichment

'Innovation Week' program will see students from Years 3-10 working to ideate, innovate and create over three days 
with a series of BOP programs around the pillars of STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics), 
entrepreneurship, innovation and sustainability. With programs tailored to students in different age groups, we aim to 
give students an introduction to a range of different concepts and ideas, then leaving them with the desire to develop 
their skills in individual interest areas.

BRINGING AUSTRALIAN INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP ABROAD

3-5 September 2019

About the Workshop Leader:

Scott Millar, CEO and Founder 
of BOP Industries

After starting his first company as part of a school business project in Year 9 at age 14, Scott has seen BOP Industries 
grow from selling keyrings at local markets to becoming an online e-commerce player shipping thousands of units a 
month, to now becoming a national business working with a diverse portfolio in the marketing and education space.

Scott always enjoys sharing his learnings and story to show people just how amazing young people can become, the 
importance of diversity in teams and the power of creativity and an open mind.

As a proud advocate for youth entrepreneurship, Scott is also an active mentor helping young people start their own 
businesses and begin their own business journey. 

Click here for more informationClick here to view bop website Click here to signup

Partnerships

https://www.bopindustries.com/
https://www.aism.edu.my/sites/default/files/Newsletter/Newsletter2019/AISM%20Innovation%20Week%20Overview_160819.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Y6mnJ6mT0eEqzYieTheWqFSf4phbofOnUiHP1qtn748/viewform?edit_requested=true
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AISM students are independently invited to enrol for the 
upcoming SPACE & STEM -  Mission Discovery Program at 
Stamford American International School, Singapore from 

21 October - 25 October 2019.

Spend 5 Days at STAMFORD AMERICAN 
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL working with 

NASA Astronauts, renowned Scientists 
and NASA Leaders

Program Name: Mission Discovery
Program Dates: 21 October 2019 - 25 October 2019

Program Timings: 9:30 am - 3:30 pm
Program Fee: SGD 999

Last Date of Registration: 30 September 2019

Discount for AISM students only click here For Program brief click here

For more information click here : www.missiondiscoveryasia.com

https://pages.razorpay.com/pl_D4tsMR8VasGV7j/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjelCcx73uY&t=85s
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Curious Conundrums
Abhig Ravichandran, Year 5

What is Curious Conundrums? It is an enrichment area where 
selected students are exposed to intercultural understanding. 

What did we do? Well, we first looked at the animation “If 
the World Were a Village”. We then discussed the issues that 
arose from the video and grouped them under these global 
themes:

1. Food Distribution
2. Income Distribution/ Poverty, Rich & Poor/ Disposable Income
3. Population Distribution
4. Language/ Communication
5. Demographics/ Age
6. Religion
7. Education Access/ Literacy
8. Agriculture/ Land Use
9. Environment/ Pollution/ Air Quality
10. Water Access & Sanitation

We were asked to create a BIG question related to these topics. Our objective was to have a project based on our 
question. It couldn’t just be an opinion on the question, but needed to be supported with research and inquiry. 

Our final presentation had to demonstrate consideration of the Global Skills. My big question was “Why do countries 
of the world have different currencies?” 

My knowledge on the world economy deepened as I inquired more about it. I learnt to relate my inquiry to real life 
scenarios related to global currencies and the impact on a country’s development. This class assisted me with ex-
panding my perceptions, not just about finance, but also the unexplained areas of the world economy.

I’d like to thank Ms. Reece for letting us explore and inquire about the global themes we discussed in the class. I hope 
more students are able to embrace this learning experience in the coming years.
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Junior School
Michelle Chaplin, Head of Junior School

Our Junior School Assembly highlighted the creativity and excitement that is ever present at AISM - from our Year 
1 voices in song to our academic excellence in the ICAS competition. Each week our learners are progressing and 
excelling on various levels.

The artistic impressions from Year 3 of Uluru in Australia were in sharp contrast to the Year 4 exploration of the Batu 
Caves here in Malaysia, whilst our underlying Science theme created an opportunity for a laugh with our teachers.

My congratulations to our School Captains who did a fabulous job of reinventing our assembly format for Semester 2.

Saturday night “Murder on the Orient Express” , was a tribute to our Parents Association - a fabulous night out thor-
oughly enjoyed by all - I am still not sure on the narrative for the evening but was very pleased to have escaped 
unscathed from the law enforcement officers! Congratulations to all who were involved!

This week has seen the finalisation of the Junior School Year 3-5 Showcase. This showcases our talented students 
and our very capable and competent teachers - Friday morning was incredible - breakfast with our Dad’s and families  
- I loved the hash browns and the pastries!! - followed by our showcase.

Year 3 and Year 4 rose to the occasion showcasing their instrumental, dance, song skills and all with smiles of pure 
enjoyment.

Our extraordinary Year 5 learners entertained us in true style - the AISM “Jack and the Beanstalk’ production should 
go on tour! Congratulations to all involved - what an amazing tribute to our community in bringing this event togeth-
er. If you missed the show the props alone are worth a visit on display throughout the Junior School! Well done to all 
involved - and the Giant is happy to sign autographs!

Thought for the week

“Today was good, today was fun, tomorrow is another one!”
- Dr Seuss

To Mr Gredig and the music department - a great tribute to our Junior School talent!

Last week we celebrated 100 days of learning in Foundation - dressed up to be 100 years old some of our students 
indeed seemed wise beyond their years!
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100 days of school

Last week in Foundation we celebrated a big milestone, 
reaching 100 days of school. To commemorate the day we 
dressed as 100 year old people and did loads of fun games 
and activities all around the number 100.

Our day started with some fitness fun, and ended with our 
parents joining us for a certificate ceremony, with monster 
making, costume designing and plenty of food in between. 
We all went home with full bellies and happy hearts.

We are extremely proud of all of our learners and how far they have come from the beginning of the year. We look 
forward to seeing how much more they can achieve this semester. 

Thank you to all of our parents for supporting our little people throughout the year so far. 

Helena Blair, Foundation Home Room Teacher

Grade of the Week - Year 3

VISIBLE LEARNING: INQUIRY & ART

INQUIRY - SUCCESS CRITERIA: 
I know I have been successful in the learning when…
     • I can explain why diversity is important in the world I live in. 
     • I  can identify and celebrate the physical and internal characteristics of myself that 
        make me special and unique!
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ART - SUCCESS CRITERIA: 
I know I have been successful in the learning when…
     • I can use the rule of thirds to help proportion my self-portrait.
     • I identify shapes on my face and use these shapes to create a picture of myself.
     • I can use long and short brush strokes when painting my self-portrait
     • I can stay within the lines of my self-portrait.
     • I have used blending to create colours that are close to my physical appearance. 

Year 3 have been thinking about ways that we can connect their learning to ourselves and each other.

We have been thoroughly enjoying our recent investigation into Inquiry, learning about the many ways in which we 
can be diverse both as individuals or as a group of people. We integrated this learning with our Art Unit and focused 
on celebrating our uniqueness in the form of a self-portrait. Students spent time carefully planning their work to en-
sure that their final product met the success criteria. 

YEAR 3 SELF-PORTRAIT
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VISIBLE LEARNING: Narrative Writing

LEARNING INTENTION - We are learning to write Fictional Narratives

SUCCESS CRITERIA:
     • My writing will follow the necessary structure (Introduction, Body, Ending)
     • My writing will include descriptive language. (5 senses, show don’t tell, synonyms, adjectives and adverbs) 
     • My writing will include a problem that will start as a pebble and grow to a boulder. 
     • My writing will include a ‘sizzling start’ and an ‘exciting ending’ 

Below are examples of how students were able to use a clear Learning Intention and Success 
Criteria to guide their own writing.

By Raycus Chong

By Elizabeth Broadbent
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Middle and Senior Schools
Ivan McLean, Head of Middle and Senior Schools

It has been a thrilling fortnight in which many well-planned and incredibly comprehensive experiences have been 
delivered. The conclusion of Year 12 Trials, MSS Swimming Carnival, PAT Testing, the PA Gala and more. I would like 
to thank ALL of the many parents, students and staff who have contributed an inordinate number of hours to ensure 
the success of each of these events. There is nothing more uniting in a community than togetherness - and in each 
of these events there was a tangible sense of oneness in purpose and true intercultural understanding. I truly thank 
every person involved.

The opportunities continue for the remainder of the term, 
though. We have also had the Year 11 Leadership talks, 
with their interviews continuing next week. There will 
also be HSC Showcase events, International Award Camp, 
Enterprise and Innovation Week, and more; the list is enor-
mous. I encourage EVERY student to utilise these oppor-
tunities as much as possible, for it is in these times that 
everlasting school friendships and memories are made. I 
also wish the Year 11 students all the best as they prepare 
for their end-of-course examinations in the final two weeks 
of Term 3, and to our Year 12 students completing their oral 
HSC examinations during the next week.

Homework

AISM prides itself on its implementation of Visible Learning. One of 
the important facets of Visible Learning is prioritising and imple-
menting teaching and learning “impacts” that are known to work 
best with children. One such method that Visible Learning has in-
vestigated is to do with homework. The effect size of homework on 
Secondary Students aggregates to somewhere about 0.64, which 
in plain English means that (good) homework in a secondary setting 
has a profound effect on learning. The following article/link by Tom 
Sherrington has an expanded view for those that would like to read 
more about Hattie’s work with homework:

https://headguruteacher.com/2012/10/21/homework-what-does-the-hattie-research-actually-say/

As Middle and Senior School students, we would like to see our students achieve balance in their lives - in terms of 
activity, rest, homework (which includes study), social and emotional needs, and so on. This is the benefit of having a 
wide-ranging curriculum, too, that values a holistic approach to young people’s development.

At the Australian International School Malaysia, students are given homework that is meaningful, interesting, chal-
lenging and relevant to the curriculum. Study at home is an excellent opportunity to consolidate concepts and infor-
mation introduced at school and to review material before tests and examinations. It also provides training for stu-
dents in time management, and establishes habits of study, concentration and self discipline.

The nature and amount of homework will vary according to year levels, learning needs and subject requirements.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR HOMEWORK

Parent/Guardian Responsibilities:

Teacher Responsibilities:

• Take an active interest in homework and check that homework has been set.
• Encourage and support students to complete homework.
• Ensure that there is time set aside for homework throughout the week (five weeknights for Middle School 
and one day of the weekend for Senior School).
• Provide, where possible, a dedicated place for homework.
• Support their child to balance the time spent between homework and recreational activities.
• Talk to teachers about any homework problems, including the nature of the homework and their child’s 
approach to the homework.
• Alert the school to any domestic or extracurricular activities which may need to be taken into consideration 
when homework is being set or corrected.
• Ensure students use their Student Planner or Diary App to record details about homework.

• Ensure that students are aware of homework expectations and assessment.
• Set varied, challenging and meaningful homework that reinforces and consolidates work completed in class.
Set a suitable amount of relevant homework which is appropriate to the year level and the ability of each 
student.
• Give students enough time to complete homework, taking into account home obligations, extracurricular 
activities and homework set by other teachers.
• Help students develop the organisational and time management skills needed for them to be responsible for 
their own learning.
• Ensure students write homework requirements in their Student Planner or Diary App.
Inform students of homework requirements via Google Classroom.
• Support students to develop research and reporting skills, including referencing.
• Mark homework promptly and appropriately, maintain accurate homework records and provide practical 
feedback to students and parents/guardians.
• Regularly monitor progress on summative assessments before the due date.
• Alert parents/guardians, and Homeroom Teacher/Year Level Coordinators, of any developing problems 
concerning their child’s homework and suggest strategies that they can use to assist their children with their 
homework.

Student Responsibilities

• Be aware of the School’s Homework Policy.
• Complete and submit all homework by the due date.
• Allow adequate time out of class for homework, including study and preparation for tests and assessments.
• Use the Student Planner or Diary App to record homework requirements.
• Access Google Classroom in order to obtain information about homework requirements.
• Alert parents/guardians to homework expectations.
• Seek assistance from teachers and parents/guardians when difficulties arise.
• Ensure all homework is completed to a high standard.
• Develop an effective study timetable/homework routine in quiet surroundings conducive to effective study.
• Request an extension when there is prior knowledge of inability to complete or submit a summative assess-
ment on time at least 48 hours before the due date (refer to the MSS Submission of Assessment Guidelines).
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HOMEWORK TIME ALLOCATION GUIDE

Middle School (Years 6 to 8)

The Homework Policy sets out the expectation for Middle School students to complete homework on five nights of the 
week for the following time allocations.

Year 6:  Approximately 60 to 70 minutes per night. 
Year 7:  Approximately 70 to 90 minutes per night. 
Year 8:  Approximately 90 to 100 minutes per night. 

Allocation of homework (minutes per week) for each Learning Area in each Year Level of the Middle School should 
follow the guidelines set out in the table below.

Learning Area Year 6 Year 7 Year 8
English 70-80 80-100 95-100

Mathematics 70-80 80-100 95-100

Science 45-55 60-80 90-100

Geography/History 45-55 60-80 90-100

PDHPE 20-25 20-25 20-25

Languages 20-25 20-25 20-25

Visual Arts/Drama/Music 20-25 20-25 20-25

Design & Technology 10-15 10-15 20-25

Total minutes per night 60-70 70-90 90-100

Total minutes per week (average) 300-350 350-450 450-500

Learning Area Year 9 Year 10

English 95-100 100-120

Mathematics 95-100 100-120

Science 90-100 100-120

Geography/History 90-100 100-120

PDHPE 20-25 20-30

Elective 1 20-25 60-80

Elective 2 20-25 60-80

Elective 3 20-25 60-80

Total minutes per night 90-120 120-150

Total minutes per week (average) 450-600 600-750

Senior School (Years 9 to 12)
The Homework Policy sets out the expecta-
tion for Senior School students to complete 
homework on five nights of the week for the 
following time allocations, plus one day of the 
weekend.

Allocation of homework (minutes per week) 
for each Learning Area in each Year Level of 
the Senior School should follow the guidelines 
set out in the table below.

Year 9: At least 90 to 120 minutes per night. 
Year 10: At least 120 to 150 minutes per night.
Year 11: At least 150 to 180 minutes per night. 
Year 12: At least 180 minutes per night.

Please note:

These tables provide a guide of indicative times and reflect the typical average time allocations, but should not be 
seen as prescriptive. Teachers can and will vary the amount of homework set each week depending on the particu-
lar context of each class and a range of factors that influence homework tasks.

Please read this with your child as the start of an appropriate discussion about homework.
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It was wonderful to see our Service Learning program in 
action with the Chin students last week. Due to reduced 
numbers for this fortnight’s visit, the AISM students in 
the Chin Immersion CCA were able to spend 1-on-1 
time with the Chin students. The photos say it all!!

Upcoming MSS Events

HSC Showcases Tuesday 3 September & Wednesday 4 September

Year 11 Examinations Thursday 5 September - Thursday 12 September

Last Day of Term 3 and Celebration Day for Year 12 Friday 20 September

Service Learning
Glen Emslie,
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Careers Corner
Chris Broadbent, Head of Humanities, Careers and Pathways Coordinator

Visit from the Director of Health from Griffith University in Queensland

On Monday 19 August we were visited by Professor Andrew Davey, 
the Director of Health from Griffith University in Queensland. He 
gave a presentation entitled a 'Career in Health' to a group of stu-
dents in Years 9, 10, 11 and 12.

Professor Davey spoke to students about careers in pharmacy, 
medicine, rehabilitation and dentistry and spoke to the students 
about the growing demand for careers in these fields due to the 
aging population in countries like Australia. Medicine at Griffith is 
a postgraduate degree and so students choose courses in subjects 
like Medical Science first. Students also learnt about the many 
hands-on opportunities that students have at Griffith. 

Griffith University is one of the largest and most comprehensive Health Faculties in Australia, providing a wealth of 
advanced training. If you would like to know more, please visit www.griffith.edu.au/griffith-health.
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Sports Corner
Kim Bradley, MSS Co-curricular activities (CCA) Coordinator
Ivan Yoong, Junior School Co-curricular activities (CCA) Coordinator

AISA Games

We held a special meeting last week for all of our students who are wanting to be selected into an AISA team to 
participate in the upcoming AISA games in November 14 -16 2019, proudly being hosted by the team at  AISM. The 
meeting was to finalise training times which will then lead into the final team selections. 

At this stage all of the AISA Countries are travelling to Malaysia to participate in this premier Under 16 tournament. We 
look forward to hosting teams from Singapore, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Indonesia and the UAE. 

We have many students who have shown interest and commitment in participating in the games and have been 
attending training sessions regularly. As we are hosting this year, we are fortunate to be able to choose our strongest 
teams from those students who have been training. As many of the opposition may be 16 years old, we do need to be 
aware of selecting any student that may not be physically ready to compete against older and bigger players. This is a 
safety issue and we need to ensure that we have matched ability, skill levels and physical development accordingly to 
decrease the risk of injuries.

The following are compulsory training times for each of the sports. Final team selections will be completed by the end 
of Term 3.

Netball Monday CCA & Thursday Lunch and Friday morning

Basketball - Girls Tuesday morning, Friday morning and Wednesday CCA

Basketball - Boys Wednesday CCA and Monday lunch

Soccer Girls Wednesday CCA and Wednesday Lunch

Soccer Boys Monday CCA and Monday lunch

Touch Football Tuesday CCA and Friday afternoon

Swimming Barracudas

Swimming Carnival

AISM hosted another successful swimming carnival this year. 
Our new scoring system was used successfully where all 
spectators and swimmers were able to see record breaking 
times in the pool, visible learning at its best!!! Yet again, our 
students stood (swam) tall and displayed that fighting spirit 
that we are famous for at AISM.

Thanks must go out to our parent helpers who stood on pool 
deck all day to support our students with meticulous time 
keeping.

Thanks to Liesl Tan, Bronwyn Clacher, Li Ling Goh, Tania Van 
Damme, Chris Buse, Jenny Chandra and Irena Cheveleva.
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We all know and appreciate the time and energy that goes into our swimming program and again I would like to sing 
the praises of Ivan Yoong who has developed a swimming program that is contemporary and incorporates the latest 
sports science research into his coaching.

Congratulations to all of the students who swam and the students who have received special awards.

Click here to view Age Group Champion list

Click here to view Record Breakers list

Click here to view MSS Swimming Carnival photos

This term, the Year 11 PDHPE students have been studying their second option topic, First Aid.  This has involved them 
learning the skills of assessing a casualty, managing injuries or medical conditions and applying the correct treat-
ment.  They also learnt CPR (Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation) and correct use of the AED (Automated External Defi-
brillator). Here are some photos of them practising their skills.  A big thank you to nurse Alice and Mrs Mac for sharing 
their expertise and knowledge.

Jason Brand, Head of Department Personal Development, Health and Physical Education (PDHPE)
First Aid

House Winner

1st Place- Thorpe

2nd Place- Freeman

3rd Place - Rafter

4th Place- Sauvage

https://www.aism.edu.my/sites/default/files/Newsletter/Newsletter2019/Age%20Group%20Champion%20Swimming%202019.pdf
https://www.aism.edu.my/sites/default/files/Newsletter/Newsletter2019/RECORD%20BREAKERS-2019.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/pg/aismalaysia/photos/?tab=album&album_id=10158752777591040&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDbmgtNI7lNRAWG6VRyVydeALnk5q_iSgZeL01825-yPYX7IcTj1-w8Vrz3QFmfKPL3BH0I4xM2hTtRmwGiczkExj8FJThTUyTDmo24xTkazkE88azsxlfSErUwp875EODrBcHwDsq3rJUJcQXfaXfFwnApmg8aecaC5mkAEUo4USvwOerOceXey2SZ0TBXqhownKHkpZhabMS8ZeJb8DDHaN6elccZ0M7WNchrWruidMO4SmNLymtupeOgJ85kJ8DXm3JInLkGUEI_nRKlXZ4Bceim--0ZAudrDZzHeJ3bdHwZqOI3c9dhU6ryHSoGBUA9Qz7BxjC0G8EzG-JGpX8yAfcg3qE-B37xcWn_pKejiKFnwM6DhBfAA_10nm2YrQm0KLmYoZ5xLhpvOc0t5RMpcEEZk-xP1Bxu3WqwL5tic4GLNA47rzLbj8FPFcYGZw&__tn__=-UC-R
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Performing Arts
Eryn Grady, Head of the Arts

Chan Chee Sung, 5G and Daniel Chan Zhan Yui, 1W partici-
pated in the Kuala Lumpur Piano Festival which was held on 
the 18 August 2019. Chee Sung Chan won a silver trophy in 
the age 12 and below division while Zhan Yui Chan received 
a bronze trophy in the age 7 and below division. Heartiest 
congratulations to our remarkable pianists!

The 3rd Kuala Lumpur Piano Festival

The new CCA Rock ‘n’ Show Band is in full swing

Semester 2 has seen members of the CCA Orchestra 
join with the CCA Rock band to form an exciting new 
ensemble that has primarily been created to perform 
and accompany various students in various projects 
throughout the year. It will also feature some of 
the members in solo or featured roles. Some of the 
projects we are currently working on include Crea-
tive Arts week, the Term 4 showcase and The MUSIC 
COUNT US IN program with the Junior school.

If you are interested in joining - the CCA Rock ‘n’ 
Show Band rehearses every Thursday from 3:20pm-
4:20pm. Please see Mr Thwaites in Performing Arts 
for more information.

Greg Thwaites, Music Teacher
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